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Agenda item no. 6 - Questions from members of the council

Question
Number

Questioner Question Question to

MQ 1 Councillor Matthews, 
Credenhill

Sargeants Bus Company based at Kington, run a 7am daily service into 
Hereford bus station transporting the public and several pupils who attend 
Hereford Colleges.
Over recent times, they have experienced long delays in accessing and 
leaving the city centre, resulting in up to seventy school pupils whom they 
transport from Credenhill to Weobley High School on their return trip, 
arriving up to twenty minutes late for registration. Sargeants cannot adjust 
their timetables because of fixed arrangements in place with other bus 
companies.
Can you look into this matter, to ascertain if there is any action that can be 
taken to help resolve this worrying and unacceptable situation?

Cabinet member, 
transport and 
regulatory services

Response:
Thank you for raising the matter which I am pleased to advise has already been resolved.

Sargeants Brothers bus company and other stakeholders contacted the council from 20 September to raise concerns about the changes in 
traffic conditions in Hereford central area. Our investigation found that there had been a temporary disruption to the system (SCOOT) which 
coordinates traffic signal operations in the central area. That issue affecting SCOOT has now been resolved, and traffic movements have 
returned to normal such that bus operators including Sargeants are able to fulfil their published bus timetables. Sargeants have confirmed 
that their services have been able to return to normal operations.

Whilst the council will strive to ensure that traffic movements remain free flowing, Hereford’s transport network lacks resilience and can be 
severely disrupted by relatively minor incidents such as signal failures, temporary road works and vehicle breakdowns. The council’s longer 
term strategy, which includes new highway infrastructure including a by-pass alongside complementary transport measures will help improve 
resilience and reduce the impacts of such incidents in the future. 
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MQ 2 Councillor Chappell, 
Hinton and Hunderton

How many contracts have been given by the council to private ‘Home Care’ 
companies in the last 12 months, and what is the total value of these 
contracts? 

Cabinet member, 
health and wellbeing

Response:
Care at home within Herefordshire operates via an open framework of providers. The framework was commissioned in 2018. 

There are now 60 providers approved on the framework with 35 currently actively delivering care in Herefordshire.  The total home care 
budget spent with providers is forecasted at £9.8m this financial year. Services are currently supporting 814 people within Herefordshire. 
While home care services are a vital part of the overall care and support offer, the implementation of our new pathway to care model is 
already having an impact delivering the following improvements, as I reported at Cabinet last month:

 Continued improvements of responsiveness at the first point of contact  resulting in fewer phone calls and a greater proportion of calls 
being responded to upon the first request

 An increase in the proportion of cases being signposted to other universal services at the initial point of contact
 A reduction in the average cost of care packages compared to pre-strength based practice
 An increasing number of cases identified with a military background, meaning we are able to refer them to other avenues of support

MQ 3 Councillor Michael, 
Whitecross

Could you please clarify that if the population of Herefordshire does not 
reach 225,000 residents by 2020 we will lose our unitary authority status, is 
this true or false?

Cabinet member, 
corporate strategy 
and budget

Response:
I have no information to suggest this to be the case. 
In answer to a parliamentary question regarding unitary council minimum sizes in April the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for 
Housing, Communities and Local Government provided the following response: “It is the statutory guidance, issued by the Secretary of State 
on 27 March 2018 under the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, which states that a proposal for unitary local 
government should seek to achieve unitary authorities with populations as a minimum substantially in excess of 300,000.
The Secretary of State has issued this guidance, including on population size, having regard to past reorganisations, the Northamptonshire 
County Council Best Value Inspection Report of March 2018, and research, including that from the County Councils Network in 2016 into 
lessons from previous unitarisations which found that the scale of a unitary council was key, with larger authorities able to deliver economies 
of scale while smaller unitary councils were more likely to be less resilient, putting key services at potential risk.”
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This guidance relates to proposals for new unitary authorities and does not have retrospective application.
Although the Northamptonshire best value inspection report and County Council Network research may have indicated that smaller unitary 
councils are more likely to be less resilient, Herefordshire Council has through a prolonged period of robust financial planning, investment in 
service change, and proactive partnership working, combined with taking some difficult decisions, ensured that we are in a sound position to 
face the challenges of the future. This was evidenced recently by the findings of the Local Government Association Corporate Peer 
Challenge team who noted in their report that: “financial statements indicated that the council should be financially sustainable over the 
medium term; this view has also been supported by the external auditor” and in comments made following an independent assessment of the 
council’s balance sheets by Link Asset Services that noted: “this is probably the best positioned authority’s accounts I’ve seen in terms of 
year on year performance for some while.”

MQ 4 Councillor Jinman, 
Golden Valley South

Given the recent adoption of the Community Infrastructure Levy by councils 
neighbouring Herefordshire and given that one of the main reasons for 
undertaking the considerable amount of work by parish councils to develop 
and adopt Neighbourhood Development Plans was the opportunity to have 
access to 25% of the CIL funds for use within their parish areas, when will 
Herefordshire Council be given the opportunity to reconsider the adoption of 
the CIL currently delayed by decision of cabinet?

Cabinet member, 
infrastructure

Response:
Our decision to pause implementation of the community infrastructure levy (CIL) was taken in 2016 following the government’s 
announcement of an independent review of CIL. That review recommended significant changes to the operation of CIL but government has 
not yet fully responded; some potential draft changes to the operation of CIL were published at the beginning of 2018 but have not yet been 
confirmed and therefore it may still be considered premature to undertake what may be abortive work on a CIL at this time. We will of course 
keep this matter under review.

Herefordshire’s parish councils and communities should feel immensely proud of their achievements in this area – as you say there is a 
significant amount of work involved and the county remains at the forefront of this work. To date, a total of 110 neighbourhood areas have 
been designated, over 80% of all Herefordshire’s 133 parishes are within a designated neighbourhood area and, with 40 plans adopted to 
date (and a further 22 at a stage of development to carry material weight) Herefordshire has both the highest number of designated 
neighbourhood areas and adopted plans of all the counties in England. 

To focus on the potential income parishes may derive from any CIL associated with the development of ten or more houses in their area as 
being one of the main drivers for undertaking the work would, in my view, be mistaken. Producing a neighbourhood development plan gives 
local people the opportunity to decide the future of the places where they live and work. It allows the community to set out the vision for their 
area and the planning policies for the use and development of land, which can include choosing where the community wants new homes, 
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shops, leisure facilities or employment opportunities to be built and what these buildings should look like. It is also worth noting that s106 
planning obligation funding remains available where appropriate.
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